TRUMP’S TRIUMPH
ELECTED 45TH PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
Mr. TRUMP’S HAND ANALYSIS

Comprehensive
assessments of
features of Mr.
DONALD JOHN
TRUMP’S hands
reveal a personality
that demonstrates a
powerful definition
of leadership. The combined vigorous factors of strength, motivation
willfulness in a framework supported by a creative intelligence and a rich
core identity set this Mr. Trump apart from others. Complimenting all this
are very emotional sensibilities, a strong social orientation, and driving
positive energies.
Hand motorics : pinky finger points away from the hand
Hand shape: heavy, broad palm + short fingers = earth hand
shape
Palm shape: broad palm
Finger shapes: short fingers, with short, waisted thumb with
flexible tip + long pinky
Major creases: distal crease curves towards middle finger;
STRENGTH:
Trump’s Thickness of Earth Hands is a marker of strength. When seen, it
identifies an individual who is driven to function from a position of strength.
It is seen particularly, Mr. Trump will think in terms of tenacity and
achievements... of single mindedness and perseverance.

MOTIVATION:
Mr. Trump’s palms indicate directly "Motivation is what provides and
perpetuates the momentum that brings him to seek to close the distance
between his immediate reality and the ideal." His very flexible thumb
shows he is very adaptable and has a flexible mind. Donald Trump can
adapt to situations and turn things around quickly. His short fingers allow
him to think and act fast. His index finger and ring finger are the same
length, signifying an excellent balance between his sense of self and role in
society, and his ability to shine and share a balanced man.
WILLFULNESS:
Will is the singular mechanism that fuels his executive functions which
subsequently translate Will into effect.
The general thickness seen here with that measure of his earth hands and
fingers identifies a sure degree of rigidity and stubbornness in effecting the
Will.
CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE:
There are numerous expressions of intelligence the significance of which
his index finger and ring finger shows extend beyond what we understand
as IQ abstract conceptualization that expand the possibilities of available
information. The little finger shows Mr. Trump speaks of a creative
intelligence. The wide gap between ring finger and little finger indicates
His Information would normally be delivered from the subconscious
dimension.

When it was announced, early on Wednesday morning November 9th 2016,
that Donald Trump was also President-Elect Donald Trump; a poem went
viral on social media. “Differences of Opinion,” the British poet Wendy

Cope’s sharp evisceration of mansplaining, spoke, in its spare nine lines, to
a political moment that has been defined in large part by a tense
relationship both with women and with facts.
Poetry has the capacity capture complicated ideas and emotions in only a
few lines — to get at the core of an experience and make it fully relatable,
even when the best word we have for it is a clumsy portmanteau like
“mansplaining.” Written by contemporary English poet Wendy Cope, this
poem perfectly explains mansplaining, that awkwardly-named, yet all too
common, phenomenon of a man unnecessarily explaining something to a
woman about which she is already well-informed. A poetry lover posted the
poem to twitter today, and — surprise, surprise — a bunch of people
responded to explain why she’s wrong about mansplaining. Because life is
a perfect circle, everyone.
Differences of Opinion poem by Wendy Cope

HE TELLS HER
He tells her that the earth is flat —
He knows the facts, and that is that.
In altercations fierce and long
She tries her best to prove him wrong.
But he has learned to argue well.
He calls her arguments unsound
And often asks her not to yell.
She cannot win. He stands his ground.
The planet goes on being round.
Mr. Trump’s hands shows he will make America great again

Mr. Trump’s Numerology
Everything in the Universe is Named and Numbered
See how Numbers played Victory of Mr. Donald John Trump. It’s great
success.
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Name Number
DONALD JOHN TRUMP
475134 1755

42648

= 66 – 6+6=12 – 1+2=3

The name number comes 3
In the name number Soul Heart desire number comes (vowels in the name)
O-7, A-1, O-7, U-6 = 21- 2+1=3
NUMBER 3 Nonaggressive The number “3” Soul Desire represents selfexpression and creativity, which form the keynotes of this joyful and social
vibration. As a number “3”desire beauty and laughter in his environment.
He can find great pleasure by learning to express his thoughts and
imagination in a lighter vein. The number “3” has the innate talent to
express creative talent in the verbal arts such as acting, writing, speaking,
singing, or in the field of art. Mr. Trump is a "natural" entertainer in any

environment. He seeks knowledge, ambition and independence, while
cultivating tolerance, patience and concentration. Love rules the life of the
number “3” Soul Desire, a romantic by nature who loves deeply. Mr. Trump
is a charming companion because of being well balanced from a mental
and emotional standpoint, but may turn away when admiration and
affection become commonplace. The self-confidence of the “3” is built upon
the approval of the opposite sex and admiring friends.

Personality Number in the name
In the name number Personality number comes (Consonants in the name)
D-4, N-5, L-3,D-4, J-1, H-5, N-5, T-4,R-2,M-4, P-8= 45 – 4+5=9
The number “9” Mr. Trump’s Personality is sincere, well balanced, truthful
and noble, and dedicated to the service of others, as a “big brother” or a
“big sister” Mr. Trump is a generous, sympathetic, and a guardian of
mankind. He may appear to be romantic and an idealist. He is very much in
control of the image that sends out to others, as he is elegant, graceful, and
charismatic. Mr. Trump is a magnetic personality, but sometimes lack the
force of following through in developing friendships.

Purpose Number in the Name
In the name number Purpose number comes (Total numbers in the name)
DONALD JOHN TRUMP
475134 1755

42648

= 66 – 6+6=12 – 1+2=3

The Total Name Number comes 3
The number “3” Purpose carries with it the natural ability for self-expression
and the talent for a vivid and creative imagination. This is an optimistic
vibration, and his success is tied directly to his gift of words that will let him
achieve through writing, acting, speaking, or any medium that involves the

creative word of self-expression. He is to arouse spirit and imagination so
that others may learn how to experience the lighter, more joyful, lighter side
of life. Mr. Trump’s energy and forces, and use of his talents in selfindulgence at this time of life the opportunity for a wonderful use of the
power of imagination were given his success. The “3” can find success in
the literature, theater, opera, publishing, movies, or as a society leader or
organizer. His talents and activities at this time moving to the original goals.

Mr. Trump’s Date of Birth
14-6-1946
5+6+2=13 – 1+3 =4
His birth number is 5 and Destiny Number is 4
Mr. Trump’s Birth Number 5
The number “5” Birth number is seen as curious, free spirited, adventurous,
versatile, and carefree, as one who is always ready for a change. Mr.
Trump will charm the people with a great sense of humor, sunny
disposition, and vivid imagination while giving off magnetic and interesting
vibrations which permeates around him. He builds for present happiness.
The desire to enjoy the now and face life fearlessly is very refreshing to
those around him
Mr. Trump’s Destiny Number 4
The number “4” Destiny number forms a combination of masculine energy
that radiates leadership, creativity, and aggressive self-expression.
However, this power and drive is somewhat restricted by limitations of the
destiny number “4” – detail, hard work, and discipline. The “4” vibration
brings a strong desire for foundation, discipline, and success. The number
“4” represents strong leadership while the “4” brings the creative selfexpression and energy.
Mr. Trump’s Life Goal Number 7 (Name Number + Destiny number)

The number “7” Life goal appears to be mysterious and different, serious,
subtle, aloof, exclusive, reserved, highly independent, self-sufficient,
requiring solitude and peace. Mr. Trump gained much esteem by being well
dressed, well groomed, and by looking intelligent and wise to others.
Mr. Trump’s nomination as a presidential candidate on 20-7-2016, (2+7+
9=18-1+8=9) the number comes 9 which perfectly match with personality
number in his name.
America’s election date 8-11-2016 (8+2+9=19- 1+9=10 -1+0=1)
The number “1” is friendly number to 3 and 9. These numbers are
masculine numbers. In Trump’s numerology chart his soul heart desire
number is 3, personality number is 9 and purpose number is 3. So the
number 1 helped him for the unexpected victory.
Result Day 9-11-2016 (9+2+9=20- 2+0=2)
On this day the number 9 played the major role. Number 9 for Mars
achieved that success as a spiritual leader, teacher, healer, or as a
philanthropist. He learned to give freely of emotions through inspiration,
kindness, and understanding. Love and companionship will come through
work done for all people, regardless of race, creed, culture, or politics. The
total number of 20-2+0=2, (9+2+9=20- 2+0=2) 9-11-2016 will also helped
for him become the 45th president of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
on January 20, 2017.
In Mr. Trump’s Numerology chart Winning Numbers helped him for
TRIUMPH

Signature Analysis of Mr. Donald John Trump

Donald Trump’s signature has absolutely no curves, only angles like
mountain peaks. Curves in handwriting show softness, nurturing and a
maternal nature. Angles show a writer who is feeling angry, determined,
fearful, competitive or challenged. When a script is completely devoid of
curves, the writer lacks empathy and craves power, prestige and
admiration. His signature which produces a heavy appearance without
putting a lot of energy into it. There is a great deal of energy in the
signature, but it is held back because he’s not someone who easily
gives. There is a lack of flexibility. He prefers to have everyone else to
adjust to him. Mr. Trump’s Powerful Stroke of his signature will reveals he
think and imagines all details in-depth and sees in root level.

